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PRESS RELEASE

Revolutionizing Golf Accessories: Unveiling the First-Ever Golf Push/Electric Cart Organizer.

Vancouver Canada — BirdePlay, a leader in innovative golf solutions, is thrilled to announce the launch of
the first-ever Golf Push/Electric Cart Organizer, a groundbreaking product designed to transform the
golfing experience.
This innovative organizer is poised to revolutionize the market, our organizer is engineered to seamlessly
attach to golf push and electric carts, providing golf enthusiasts with quick and easy access to their
essential accessories.ionize how golfers approach their game, offering a perfect blend of convenience,
organization, and style. Unlike anything currently on the market, our organizer is engineered to seamlessly
attach to all golf push & electric carts, providing golf enthusiasts with quick and easy access to their
essential accessories.

Key Features:

● Optimized Organization: The organizer boasts multiple compartments and
pockets, ensuring that golfers can keep their rangefinder, balls, tees, scorecard and other
accessories neatly organized and within arm's reach.

● Easy Attachment: Designed with user convenience in mind, our organizer easily
attaches to a variety of push and electric carts, allowing for a hassle-free setup and compatibility
with different golfing setups.

● Encouraging an Active Lifestyle: Promoting health and fitness, the Golf
Push/Electric Cart Organizer encourages golfers to walk the course, stay active, and enjoy a
healthier golfing experience.

● Durable and Stylish: Crafted from high-quality materials, the organizer is not only
durable but also adds a touch of style to any golf setup. The sleek design complements the
aesthetics of modern golf carts.

BIRDEPLAY will be showcasing this innovative product at PGA trade show, located at Booth 3911
"We are excited to introduce a product that goes beyond expectations in addressing the needs of golf
enthusiasts," said Johnny Hidalgo, Founder & CEO. "Our Golf Push/Electric Cart Organizer is a
game-changer, offering a unique combination of functionality, convenience, and style that will enhance the
overall golfing experience."
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